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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Second Day: Sunday, December 3, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 11-2-3-1—18%W, 55%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)FEARLESS PRINCESS: Solid off lengthy hiatus in last; gets pocket trip   
(#1)VOILA LA VICTOIRE(IRE): Never missed the tri on GP weeds; tighter 
(#3)LOYA: Has “run-off” early lick; late jock change to Nik Juarez is noted 
(#2)HOLLYWOOD TOMCAT: All 4 of his wins are on Gulfstream’s course 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-3-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)PARTY TARDE: Controls pace, drops; jock had a 2-bagger on Saturday   
(#3)SASSY SLEW: Stalking trip under Zayas; placed in 5-of-9 starts locally 
(#6)MAMACHITA: Like the cutback to 6F trip; third start of form cycle 
(#8)HE WEARS THE CROWN: 2-pronged drop on point; prefers “fast” going 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-8 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)X Y RUNNER: Drops like a bad habit for Navarro; has early foot, fresh   
(#3)FLATTRIP: Route speedster gets stalking trip by default; lots of upside 
(#2)MIKES MUSCLE MAN: Improves in second off shelf; at best going 6F 
(#12)GASPARILLA TROVE: 4 starts, 4 seconds at GP; creeps up in class 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-2-12 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)BE A HERO: Won last 2 on dirt in N.J.; love the surface change, handy   
(#8)DREAMING OF JOEY: 15X winner sets the pace; third start in 30 days 
(#2)INMYFATHERSIMAGE: Gets an extra sixteenth to work with; in light 
(#3)AMERICAN TZAR: Barboza re-claim takes the logical step up in class 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-2-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#5)DYNAMIC DANCER: He’s at his best on the GP lawn; plummets in class   
(#6)ANOTHER SOFTBALL: Hasn’t missed the tri since the hood came “off” 
(#1)CAPTAIN KITT: Gets the ground-saving trip; good fit for $20,000 tag 
(#4)DOMENIC: Toss his last in the slop, likes GP grass; better sans blinkers 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-1-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)PETE MARWICK: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off claim; brutal trip at CD   
(#7)NOBLE INDY: Love the wide draw out of the chute; TAP 2YO 1st-timer 
(#6)WATSCHEN: Was improving before stopped on; Tapit colt cost $210K 
(#4)YESUS STAR: Sire gets runners; half-bro to Grade 1 winner Rail Trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-6-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)PASSPORT TO CHAOS: Improved with blinkers; fires fresh for Servis   
(#11)BILOXI BAY: Enters the conditioned claiming ranks; Tapeta-to-turf 
(#3)CRUZ DIEZ: Class drop is significant; caught “sloppy” strips in last two 
(#9)DREAM TRIP: Sets the pace, tighter this time; “bullet” work in holster 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-11-3-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)PRAY PRAY PRAY: High-percentage barn w/ firsters; breaks running   
(#2)POWER JAK: She’s the speed of the speed; turf-to-dirt, blinkers “off” 
(#1)LUZ ESTRELLA: Two-pronged drop on the money; stalks, gets rail trip 
(#7)DESPOENA: Gets needed class relief; tighter in second off the sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-1-7 
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RACE NINE 
(#4)UNCLE B: Stalks and gangsters a hot pace; stakes placed over GP lawn   
(#3)DUBAI BOB: Retained sharp form off claim while ascending in class 
(#1)LITTLE CHESNEY: Tractable & well bred; tries winners, 12-1 on M.L.  
(#5)IMA WILDCAT: Placed in 60 percent of turf starts lifetime; fires fresh 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-1-5 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#6)COSITA RICA: Sneaky good turf form and fits for a quarter; overlay?   
(#5)FAITHFUL SUE: She’s at her best on turf; has improved off the claim 
(#12)HARBIN ICE: Like the surface change to turf; drop biggest attraction 
(#2)MS. SUMMATION: Drops in for $25K; been breezing on turf, hood “off” 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-12-2 
 
 
 
  


